Feature Guide: Communication Center for Clients

The Communication Center is a tool for sending secure communications between Avadyne and
clients.

At a Glance
Create a New Request
1. Search for and open an account
2. Click the New Request button on the account
3. Fill out the Request and click one of the submit options
Respond to an Avadyne Request
1. Open an account from the ‘Requests from Avadyne’ list
2. Work the Request
3. Choose your Response and click one of the Submit options
Review Avadyne Responses to Your Requests
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open an account from the ‘Responses from Avadyne list
Review the response
Click Follow-Up if you need to send more info, or
Click Complete if nothing more needs to be done

Logging In
Go to https://workflow.avadynehealth.com in Chrome
or Internet Explorer (version 10 or higher). Type your
user name and password and click Submit.
Choose Communication Center, if prompted
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Create a New Request
1. Enter an account number or name in the Search panel then click
the Search button or hit Enter on your keyboard
2. In the results window, click Select next to the account you’re
looking for and the account will open on your Workscreen
3. Click New Request and fill out the form. You can edit the text that autopopulates.
4. Add a file if needed and click Submit and Close to submit the Request to Avadyne and close the
account.
5. Or, if you need to create another Request on this same account, click Another Request to submit
the Request but keep the account open so you can create another Request.

The account disappears from your screen and will appear in the Avadyne’s queue within 30 minutes.

Quick Tip
When you see a Send to PDF button on an account, click the button to create a
downloadable or printable PDF of that specific information.
You’ll see Send to PDF buttons on the Summary tab, by the Account Notes at the bottom, and
on Requests themselves.
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Respond to an Avadyne Request
1. In the Requests from Avadyne list, click Next
a. Alternately, you can click Open to view all items in
this

list

(see ‘Sorting

Accounts’

for more

information on using Open)
2. Under “Incoming – (Requests sent to our team)” expand the
Request using the blue arrow, read, and work the Request
3. When ready, choose a Response from the list, add any notes or documents, and click Submit
and Close to submit this Response and close the account.
4. Or, click Submit More, to submit this Response and keep the account open so you can work
more Requests. Note that the Submit More button will be grayed out if there are no other
Requests to address.

The account disappears from your screen and will appear in the Avadyne’s queue within 30 minutes.
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Review Avadyne Responses to Your Requests
When Avadyne responds to a Request, the Request will either appear in your ‘Response Received’
pool (or close automatically, if there’s no need for you to look at it again).
1. In the Responses from Avadyne list, click Next
a. Alternately, click Open to view all items in this list
(see ‘Sorting Accounts’ for more information)
2. Under “Outgoing –(Requests sent from our team)”, expand and review Avadyne’s Response

3. If needed, click the Follow-Up button to send more information to Avadyne.
Do not use Follow-Up to ask a new question!
4. Click Complete if nothing more needs to be done
on this Request

Editing Existing Open Requests
You can add information or documentation to your existing Request if needed.
1. Find the account using Search or History
a. History shows your most recently
worked accounts
2. Click the blue arrow next to a Request to
expand it
a. Add a Note
b. Add or remove a document
*Note that you cannot change the Request Type
3. Click Update and the Request will disappear
from your screen and be sent to Avadyne.
Remember:
Do not include a new Request in your Response!
You must create a new Request each time you need something new.
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Creating Multiple Requests on the Same Account
It’s important to keep Requests separate, so they can be answered accurately using the Response lists.
If you have multiple Requests to make on a single account, click New Request, create a Request, and
use the Another Request button to submit that
Request but keep the account open so you can
create another Request.

Close an Account without Doing Anything on It
If you open an account but don’t want to do
anything on it (for example, accounts opened
by mistake), select No Action Required from
the Activity list and click the green
Complete button.
Note that this is the only situation in which you’ll ever use the green Complete button!

Deleting a Request
Managers can click the red X on a Request to delete it. If you don’t have
permission to delete Requests, close the account with No Action Required
and ask a manager to delete the Request.
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Sorting Accounts in a Work Pool List
When you open a pool of accounts using the Open button, there are a few things to note:
•
•

•
•

To change the number of accounts that display on one page, click the Show # Rows button.
Items in the pool that are open by another user are considered ‘taken’ and do not show on this
list by default. To see all accounts in this list (taken or not), click ‘Show Taken’. Taken items will
appear in dark gray.
Re-sort the list by clicking the blue arrows in the column headers.
• TIP: hold the Shift key to choose multiple sort criteria
Search for any account criteria using the Search field and the list will automatically re-populate.

Note that accounts will appear multiple times on this list if they have multiple Requests on them.
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Account Tabs
Summary Tab: shows more detailed patient information and Account Notes from Avadyne’s system.
The notes are nearly real-time. Click Send to PDF to save the notes as a printable PDF.
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Requests Tab: All Requests on this account appear here.
•
•

•
•

Incoming – (Request sent to our team) – these are Requests sent by Avadyne to you, and need
to be worked by your team.
Outgoing – (Requests sent from our team) – these are Requests you and your team have sent
to Avadyne that are still open.
o If there is a Response listed under the Response column, Avadyne has responded to your
Request and you must click the blue arrow to expand the Request, review Avadyne’s
Response, and either Complete or Follow-up.
o If the Response column is blank, Avadyne has not worked your Request yet.
Completed Requests – these are historical Requests that can’t be edited
Delete a Request – Advanced Users (usually Managers) can click the red X to delete Requests.
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Insurance Tab: detailed insurance information. Click the payer name to switch between payers.

Related Accounts Tab: accounts sharing seed account numbers appear here, with any balances.

History Tab: shows the history of everything that’s happened to this account within the CCR. Use
this to troubleshoot who’s done what on this account.
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Account Details Tab: shows payment information.

Timeframes
We publish (move accounts around) every 30 minutes, so you might see the below delays, depending
on where you are in that 30 minute cycle.
•

•

Delays on accounts appearing for Avadyne when you’ve created a Request or a Response. For
example, if you respond to a request and click Submit, the account will disappear from your screen
but might take up to 30 minutes to appear in the Avadyne’s pool. And vice versa.
Delays on accounts appearing back in the Work Pool after you close them with ‘No Action
Required’. For example, if you open an account by mistake and close it using ‘No Action
Required’, it might take up to 30 minutes to reappear in that Work Pool for someone else to grab.

We get an extract from clients nightly (a file with updated and new account information). It takes us
some time to make sure that extract is complete and correct before we put into our system, and from
there into the CCR.
•

•

Because the extract is nightly, information flowing from the client system to the CCR will be
delayed by one day.
o For example, if Avadyne sends a Request asking the client to update insurance
information in their core system and you do that, the new information won’t appear in our
system until the next day. So while our staff might see the client response in the CCR
saying they changed the information, the new information won’t actually appear in
Avadyne’s internal system or the CCR for one day.
Depending on what time Avadyne receives the extract and how long it takes to process, it’s
possible the delay might be extended to 2 days. This is rare, but might happen.
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Note about searching for accounts:
In the CCR you can search for accounts using a variety of things:
•
•
•

The client’s account # (aka Hospital or Facility or Reference #)
Avadyne’s internal account # (aka the PC or File #)
The name, guarantor*, etc.

The account numbers will return exact matches only, and you may get multiple results because we’re
looking not only at multiple types of numbers in our database, bit also looking across multiple clients. If
you get multiple results, double check the name before opening an account.
Searching by patient name will return any exact results, plus results with first names that begin with
whatever you typed in. The format when searching names is either First Last or Last, First, with that
comma telling us which is first and which is last. These searches take longer than a # search, so we
recommend you always search on a number.
*If the patient and the guarantor are the same, only the patient name will appear and be searchable.
Guarantor will display n/a. If you can’t find an account by searching on guarantor, try searching on patient
name instead, or use the account number.
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